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Abstract Most smart home based monitoring / assistive systems that attempt to recognize activities within a smart home are targeted towards living-alone elderly, and stop at providing instantaneous coarse grained information such as room-occupancy or provide specific programmed reminders for taking medication etc. In our work, we target multiple residents, while restricting the use of wearable devices / sensors. In addition we do away with video due to privacy concerns. In this paper we present the design challenges and issues in putting together a sensor network for obtaining micro-context information in multi-person smart spaces. In order to support greater levels of ambient intelligence we support fine grained spatio-temporal data and context acquisition. The architecture is being currently developed into a prototype in a modular fashion for deployment and testing in a variety of environments, and is being concurrently evaluated and tested in real conditions, prior to deployment in a facility for elderly residents with mild cognitive disorder. Keywords: wireless sensor network, micro-context, ambient intelligence, activity recognition, service oriented architecture



1. Introduction Traditionally, activity monitoring through ambient sensors has been studied extensively in the context of single persons (elderly) living alone in their homes [1, 2]. Many researchers have simplified the problem even further [3] by assuming that the person is agreeable to carrying / wearing a device, which wirelessly transmits information on vital signs, movement information from wearable inertial sensors and so on. In real life, however, both these assumptions are often not always valid. Elderly often live with other family members or other elders (as in assisted living facilities or nursing homes), and they may be assisted by care-givers whose presence creates a problem for the single person activity recognition systems and algorithms. Similarly, elderly residents, especially those with mild __________ * Corresponding author. Tel.: +65-6408-2241; fax: +65-6776-1378. E-mail address: [email protected]
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cognitive disorders are often averse to carrying or wearing any type of device. This coupled with the privacy concern of deploying cameras in smart home environments, makes the problem of providing automated monitoring and assistance, more complex than what has been addressed so far. An additional concern is that as populations age across the world, there is a great need for smart space technologies to be deployed in homes and facilities for the elderly. However, most systems are still at the demo or proof-of-concept stage. Once deployment takes place, we must ensure that the whole ensemble of sensors, actuators and reasoning algorithms functions reliably and without false alarms. Ad-hoc approaches towards sensor placement lead to voluminous data collected and very little by way of analysis and results. 1.1. The importance of use case scenario and top down approach towards “sensor-izing” In [4] it was observed that the right way to deploy sensors in a smart home is by a stake-holder analysis, looking at what information is needed about an individual and by whom, and “sensor-izing” the smart home from that perspective. [5] has presented specific use cases of object based activity recognition and other types of sensor-ized environments tested extensively at Intel. Continuing along these lines [6], in our work we consider a shared bedroom and washroom (toilet) scenario, where the number of occupants varies between two and three and an occasional care-giver may be present. The elderly residents in our scenario are in early stage of dementia (stage 3), which means that they can carry out their activities of daily living with occasional assistance of a care-giver. Due to the state of their cognitive disability, the residents often get caught in repetitive cycles of behavior such as doing the same activity a number of times, or not knowing what to do next to resume an activity. They may also miss key steps in a particular activity, or mistake each others’ belongings, cabinets or beds, in which case they would need to be assisted with the help of appropriate prompts. 1.2. Structure of this paper In section 2 we discuss the challenges in the design of the overall system in a top down fashion, highlighting the importance of monitoring, reasoning and reminding. The sensors are involved mostly in the monitoring portion, whereas actuators are used for the reminder portion. We must make sure that the events used in the reasoning are accurate. Some events are simple to capture, however other events require complex algorithms involving more than one sensors, and complicated data fusion algorithms. Section 3 presents the architecture in which the sensors, actuators and reasoning components fit in, into a service oriented plug and play environment suitable for smart homes. In section 4 we discuss some of the challenging issues in conserving energy, especially for deployment in wireless environments. We conclude in section 5 with a statement about the current status. 2. Challenges in the design of the overall system There are three parts of the scenario leading to the shared bed-room scenario mentioned above. The first is the monitoring aspect which is done through ambient sensors such as motion detectors, bed-occupancy sensors and acoustic sensors that pick up certain distinct sounds. The second aspect is the prompting or reminding aspect, which is achieved through devices or actuators located within the smart space, such as ambient lights, or softly audible personalized reminder messages delivered on appropriately placed ambient microphones. Finally, in between the monitoring and reminding, there is the reasoning aspect, that makes use of rules in order to detect critical conditions where reminders should be provided. Fig 1 illustrates these three aspects. 2.1. Bringing together the sensors and the actuators The first challenge therefore, is to bring together the service framework and the sensing framework in such a manner as to have a degree of QoS between the two. The system should provide a reliable QoS for the service presentation after context sensing has been inferred from the sensors. The design of the context-aware service platform with UI plasticity is being carried out separately. This platform is integrated with a reasoning engine for the smart home environment, using a mix of open-source software [7]. A key challenge is the design of service oriented processing of smart home sensor data in such a manner as to meet critical timing requirements of the application, at the same
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time optimizing the resources deployed within the ambient sensor network in order to save on perpetual runtime costs.



2.2. Sensors and data acquisition in the ambient sensor network A non-exhaustive list of sensors incorporated in the scenario is given below: - Bed occupancy (pressure sensor matrix) - Chair occupancy (point pressure sensor) - RF Tags on residents (this is the only item that is worn by the resident and may be optional) - RF Tags on objects - Reed switches for detecting opening and closing of doors and cabinet drawers - Acoustic sensors for processing ambient sounds - Motion sensors such as Passive Infrared (PIR) sensors - Inertial sensors on objects and fittings (plumbing) Within the sensing framework, there is a great deal of commonality between the data acquisition, fusion functions and processing to be supported by the sensing platform. The unifying concern is energy optimization and therefore all forms of resource optimization connected thereby. The current system supports a wireless pressure mat based activity recognition service, an object based activity recognition service that is based on embedded inertial sensors within objects, and also acoustic sensor based pattern recognition. Our system is no different from sensor based systems for smart homes and smart spaces. It consists of a lower layer which contains a virtualization of the sensors and devices in the smart space. Aggregated data from the sensors and low level rules based on the events are used in order to filter the large amount of data collected in the lowest rung of the architecture. The filtered data is then processed through classifiers, which are specialized algorithms that extract feature sets and attempt to classify data into certain classes, based on pre-formulated sensor data and event classifications. For each sensing modality a set of primitives is produced. These primitives are condensed phenomena occurring in the observed smart space. The primitives, also called micro-context are uniquely characterized by a high degree of certainty (also called confidence). In other words, even though the lower level data can be noisy and unreliable at times, care is taken to see that primitives produced by the sensors and devices are correct with a very low percentage false alarm rate.
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Fig. 2. A plug n play environment for Ambient Intelligence services and applications 2.3. Incorporating acoustic sensors and the Media Sensor Network The only exception to the above architecture for sensor nodes, is the acoustic sensor, which is based on PC platform due to the heavy computational load for both online processing and initial training. Feature selection is done to reduce the dimension of the feature vector. Reducing from 44 to 30 features does not seriously affect the results in terms of accuracy, and saves in computation and communication costs. In our future work we intend to carry out innetwork computation of feature subsets, so as to save in overhead of computation and communication (and also to conserve power resources). Another sensor network type called the Media Sensor Network (MSN) will incorporate acoustic sensors (microphones), on wireless ad-hoc SN platform to capture ambient sounds. We will experiment with Information Gain as an IQ parameter. Initial results from the toilet scenario are shown below are quite encouraging as shown below: Door
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2.4. Object based activity recognition Since we make use of off-the-shelf sensors as far as possible (if not simple ones fabricated internally), our focus is ease of service deployment all the way to the sensor. For object based activity recognition we propose OSNs which present DPWS interface on the outside, and support a proprietary interface on the inside. An OSN node supports proxy facilities for sensors and supports transparent registration and discovery of sensors, in much the same fashion as their more heavy-weight counterpart in OSGi [16] and UPnP [17]. Our initial target is an OSGi service for a soap dispenser that has an embedded inertial sensor called a “shake sensor”, that supports certain primitives such as “lifted up” “soap used” etc
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2.5. Dealing with context Fig 2 shows our initial architecture for a plug ‘n’ play environment for Ambient Intelligence services and applications. Three types of context are present in the system – spatial, temporal & activity contexts. Spatial context: Spatial context is provided in terms of living areas within a home as demarcated by a floor plan. Thus there are spatial contexts of bedroom, living room, kitchen, bathroom, balcony etc. Within the spatial context there could be sub-contexts, such as pantry, fridge, stove and micro-wave oven within the kitchen. Temporal context: Temporal context is provided with loosely defined time boundaries, as the following: Early morning, Morning, Noon, Afternoon, Early evening, Late evening and Night. Each temporal context is demarcated by time boundaries, and each time boundary has tolerances. Activity context: In the scope of spatial and temporal contexts, are possible sets of activities. For example the activities Cooking and Eating could be valid activities in the Kitchen and Noon context. As can be imagined, contexts are highly personalized, and have to be specified individually for individual persons. Our architecture allows the specification of contexts in an intuitive manner. Activity recognition is also carried out by other approaches that make use of data mining and hypothesis tracking in order to derive key information about the residents within a smart space. 2.6. Levels of complexity of activity recognition We are experimenting with Multiple Hypothesis Tracking and Dynamic Bayesian Networks in order to do high level inferencing in activity recognition [22]. A possible approach is to take a well-developed method of activity recognition for a single person and try to extend or accommodate it for the case of multiple people. In fact, this was the approach taken by the target tracking community where single object tracking was extended to multiple targets by using data association methods, which assigns only a part of sensor data to a particular target. One of the most powerful data association methods is Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [21].This paper describes our early attempt to use a combination of DBN and MHT for multiple-people activity recognition. The contribution of the paper is a track generation method which uses only few sensors in deciding whether a new track must be generated and addresses the problem of sensor readings being shared between different people, which may be a common problem in home environment. 3. Supporting Internet of Things within an SOA Framework 3.1. Internet of Things (IOT) based modeling The IoT [11] gives a lot of importance to the edge, saying that with increasing compute and storage available at the edge, more functions will need to be performed at the edge, noting that the edge may actually be a gateway or a proxy rather than actually a sensor node itself. IQ at the edge and QoS mapping within the network will have to be aligned with Services provisioned at the backend for networks such as BAN, and MSN. IQ-QoS [12] mapping algorithms have to be designed especially with reference to the QoS. Cross layer will play a major role in this effort and there is not much current work in either IQ-QoS or in cross layer optimization. 3.2. Supporting OSGi based interfaces and service deployment In order to adhere to industry standard test-bedding architectures, we intend to conform to the architecture being developed by the Continua Health Alliance (CHA) [13], which involves the use of a gateway known as an Application Hosting Device (AHD) and sensors which connect to the AHD to upload data to back-end systems through the gateway and connected WANs. Since the Continua architecture does not mandate the use of any particular service deployment framework we consider the use of OSGi as a possible framework. However there are well-known weaknesses and the overheads of the OSGi model, and these are being addressed through a DPWS [14] based architecture on the outside and a proprietary energy saving small footprint sensor platform interface on the inside. The Ambient Sensor Network (ASN) comprises different types of sensor network nodes such as Object Sensor Network (OSN) nodes and Environment Sensor Network (ESN) nodes. The home gateway incorporates
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special algorithms that carry out sensor selection based on Information Quality and QoS mapping. Furthermore we are investigating IQ-QoS provisions within current market and CHA approved standards such as BT, BTLE, Zigbee (V2) and others that are not approved but may become de-facto standards eg ANT [15].



Fig 3. Service Oriented Architecture framework consisting of XMPP and OSGi 3.3. Service Oriented Architecture Fig 3 shows our Service Oriented Architecture framework consisting of XMPP and OSGi along with other component technologies such as DPWS. Targeting at providing assistive services to elderly with dependencies and memory deficiencies, we propose a framework for service provision in pervasive assistive environments. Thus we adopt a service-oriented architecture, deploying services and reasoning engines as bundles into an OSGi container, and we use XMPP [18] as lightweight pervasive middleware. In order to enable context awareness, we define a protocol for communication with wireless sensor networks (micro-context producers), and use received data to perform context modeling and understanding. The context information is used to select the relevant services and interaction device, then an adapted user interface is instantiated in real-time to facilitate access to services for users
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with limitations. These approaches are in line with the efforts in the EU as in the concept documents [23, 24], and an initial design and pilot study [25]. 3.4. Low footprint SOA We are building an end-to-end system using TinyRest [19] and Rest on Web Services architecture. TinyRest is being supported on sensor platforms with TinyOS [20] operating system and can potentially support a reasonable number of proxies. 4. Networking and Energy saving issues 4.1. Challenges in the network design The network is under development and is being concurrently evaluated and tested in real conditions, prior to deployment in a facility for elderly residents with mild cognitive disorder. Along the way we found issues and concepts that were either lacking or not formally developed. Since sensing and actuation must go on hand in hand, we present the dilemma of dealing with two types of networks as shown in Fig 1. The first is a wireless ad-hoc sensor network called the ambient sensor network, which is a long lived, energy saving monitoring and surveillance network, comprising numerous ambient nodes with multi-modal sensors, where the main concern is obtaining information continuously and accurately at the lowest cost of resources. On the other hand, for service delivery, reasoning and reminder services, the nature of the application dictates that it must operate out of a QoS guaranteed LAN / WAN. Issues in Information Quality and Quality of Service tradeoffs in various types of wireless sensor networks so as to develop algorithms and protocols that are aware of these trade-offs and make use of them to improve networking services offered to applications. 4.2. Energy saving issues in Ambient Sensor Networks Our starting point is a certain genre of applications and services that are amenable to deployment and use in indoor environments for the purpose of monitoring and assisting residents. Though a home network comprises a variety of types of networks from wired to wireless, we place special emphasis on the wireless sensor network and the home gateway components. As outlined above, ambient sensor networks can be specialized into different types of networks based on the types of application characteristics that are supported by these networks. At present we would like to focus on four types of WSNs, namely the Object Sensor Network (OSN), Environment Sensor Network (ESN), Media Sensor Network (MSN) [8] and the Body Area Network (BAN). Note that this classification is not comprehensive, it is based on current experience with in-door applications. Also, different types of sensor networks may collaborate on network functions such as packet forwarding protocols, time synchronization and routing. [9] and [10] illustrate issues of how to design extremely efficient energy saving tiered WSNs for ambient applications. 5. Conclusions This paper highlights some of the design issues faced in designing realistic wireless sensor networks to be deployed along the UI plasticity features. The challenging aspects of the network design are the diversity of networks that exist within the smart home, and the fact that we must deal with complex issues such as energy saving on the one hand while making sure that service quality is not compromised. Providing robustness and dependable turn-around time of capture of events in a real-time setting are also challenges that dictate design considerations of the system. The basic system (without energy saving features) has been successfully tested in a facility that provides an assisted living environment for elderly residents with mild dementia. A clinical trial has been proposed for a group of residents at this facility and is under Ethics review. It is expected that the trial will commence around August / September 2011.
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